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CYCLIC EXTENSIONS OF K(y/-l)/K

JON KR. ARASON, BURTON FEIN, MURRAY SCHACHER AND JACK SONN

Abstract. In this paper the height ht(L/K) of a cyclic 2-extension of a field

K of characteristic / 2 is studied. Here ht(L/K) > n means that there is

a cyclic extension E of K, E D L, with [E : L] = 2" . Necessary and

sufficient conditions are given for ht(L/K) > n provided K(\f^l) contains

a primitive 2"th root of unity. Primary emphasis is placed on the case L =

K(s/=\). Suppose ht(K(^7-î)/K) > 1 . It is shown that ht(K(^7:A)/K) > 2
and if K is a number field then ht(K(\7^ï)/K) > n for all n . For each

n > 2 an example is given of a field K such that ht(K(\/^\)/K) > n but

hl(K(y7-i)/K) ¿ n + 1 .

1. Introduction

Let K be a field of characteristic 0, %/-ï $ K. In this paper we are

primarily concerned with the following embedding question: for which n does

there exist a cyclic extension E of K, Ed ^(-/-T), with [E : ZT(\/-T)] =

2" ? In considering this question we shall distinguish among several possibilities

suggested by the Ulm theory applied to the character group of K. We briefly

review this theory below.

Let Eab denote the maximal abelian extension of a field E. The character

group, X(E), of E is defined to be the group of continuous homomorphisms

from the profinite Galois group, Gal(Eab/E), of Eab over E to the discrete

group Q/Z . X(E) is a discrete abelian torsion group. Let p be a fixed prime.

We denote the /z-primary component of X(E) by X(E) . The Ulm subgroups

are defined inductively for any ordinal X by

X(E)p(0) = X(E)p ,    X(E)p(X + 1) = PX(E)p(X),

and for X a limit ordinal, X(E)p(X) = f\ß<xX(E)p(ß). The intersection of all

X(E) (X) is the maximal divisible subgroup DX(E) of X(E) . The elements

of X(E)p of order p" correspond by duality to cyclic extensions of E of

degree p" ; this correspondence associates the cyclic /z-extension L/E with the

finitely many characters t such that L is the fixed field of t. Clearly, if t¡
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and t2 are characters corresponding to L/E, then rx g X(E) (X) if and only

if t2 G X(E)p(X). This leads to the notion of the height of L/E.

Definition. Let L/E be a cyclic /^-extension and let t g X(E) correspond to

L/E. If t i DX(E)p we define the height ht(L/E) of L/E to be X where

t G X(E)p(X), x <£ X(E)p(X+ 1). If t i DX(E)p and ht(L/£) > to, the first

infinite ordinal, we say that L/E is reduced of infinite height. If t e DX(E)

we define ht(L/Zi) to be oo ; here oo > X for all ordinals X. If ht(L/E) = oo

we say that L/E is divisible.

It is clear that if L is a cyclic /j-extension of E then ht(L/E) > n if and

only if there exists a cyclic ^-extension F of E, F D L, with [F : L] = p" .

The statement that L/E is divisible is equivalent to the existence of a Galois

extension F of E, F D L, with Gal(F/E) topologically isomorphic to the

additive group, Z , of /z-adic integers.

We begin our discussion by proving, in §2, a sufficient condition for a cyclic

2-extension L/E to have height > n . In §3 and §4 we consider the special case

K(yf77\)/K. We show in §3 that if AT is a number field and ht(K(^f7\)/K) ¿
0, then K(\f77\)/K is either divisible or reduced of infinite height; more-

over, each of these possibilities occurs infinitely often with K an imaginary

quadratic field. The case when K is an arbitrary field is considered in §4.

While ht(K(yf7\)/K) can be 0, the results of §2 imply that ht(K(y/77î)/K) is
never 1. We show, however, that for each natural number n > 1 there exists a

field K such that ht(K(y/77\)/K) = n .

We conclude this section by establishing some notation that will be main-

tained throughout the paper. We let p(m) denote the group of mth roots of

unity over a field of characteristic not dividing m . If E is a finite extension of

K we let yfr(E/K) denote the image in K* of the norm map ¿VE¡K from E*

to K*. The completion of K under a valuation n is denoted Kn . Finally, we

let K denote the separable closure of K.

2. The height of a cyclic 2-extension

Let p be a prime, K a field of characteristic ^ p , and L a cyclic /z-extension

of K, K t¿ L. We are interested in obtaining conditions that imply that

ht(L/K) > n.

Let & = Gal(K/K), ¿F = Gal(vA/L). Let [L : K] = pk and let X be

a generator for Gal(L/Z< ). The choice of X is equivalent to the choice of

a homomorphism /: 77 —y Z/p Z with kernel 7^. Then ht(L/Zi ) > n if

and only if / factors through the natural epimorphism from Z/p +"Z to

Z/pkZ . Let S? act trivially on Z/rZ and denote ZZ'(J?,Z/rZ) by Hl(K,r).

Since Hx(K,pk) = Hom(^,Z/pkZ), we see that ht(L/ZO > n if and only

if / is in the image of the map Hx(K,pk+n) -» Hx(K,pk). Using the long

exact sequence of cohomology groups corresponding to the short exact sequence:

0 - Z/pnZ -> Z/pk+nZ - Z/pkZ -» 0, it follows that ht(L/A:) > n  if
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and only if 0(f) = 0 where a: Hx(K,pk) -* H2(K,p") is the connecting

homomorphism. Moreover, if f(o) = i+p Z and /(t) = j+p Z , then ô(f)

is represented by the cocycle which maps (a,t) to 0 + pnZ if i + j <p and

to l+p"Z if i + j>pk.

Now assume that p(p") c if and let C be a generator for p(p"). The map

i +p"Z —y C' is a ^-module isomorphism between Z/pnZ and p(p") and so

H2(K,p") is isomorphic to H2(77/ ,p(pn)). The p"-power map on K* induces

an exact sequence of ^-modules: 1 —► p(p") —► a —► a —► 1. This short

exact sequence gives rise to a long exact sequence of Galois cohomology groups:

-► HX(3?,K*) -* H2(&,p(p")) -+ H2(&,K*) -» H2(&,K*) -+•••.

Since Hl(2?,K*) = 0 by Hubert's Theorem 90, we see that H2(K,pn) is

isomorphic to the kernel p„B(K) of the /z"-power map on ZZ2(^, ta"*) s Zi(À') ,

the Brauer group of tV . Under this isomorphism 0(f) goes to the class of the

cyclic algebra (L/K,X,Q. Thus 0(f) = 0 if and only if f e JV(L/K) [7,
Theorem 30.4]. This yields the following basic result of Albert [1, Theorem 11,

p. 207].

Proposition 1 (A. A. Albert). Let the context be as above and assume that p(p")

C K. Then ht(L/K) > n if and only if p(p") c JT(L/K).

We now turn our attention to the case when p(p") <t JV(L/K). For p

odd, necessary and sufficient conditions for ht(L/K) > n are obtained in [3,

Théorème 1]. We consider the case p = 2 and determine a sufficient condition

for ht(L/K) > n when p(2n) <t K. We begin with a preliminary result.

Lemma 2. Let K be a field of characteristic ^ 2 such that p(2n) c Z<T(\/-T).

Suppose tp G H2(K,2") vanishes under both the natural map H2(K,2") —y

H2(K(\/77X),2n) induced by restriction and the natural map H2(K,2") -*

H (K ,2) induced by the surjection Z/2"Z —► Z/2Z . Then q> = 0.

Proof. We may clearly assume that K(s/77\) ¿ K. Let K' = K(sf-Í). We

proceed by induction on n . Since the assertion is trivial for n = 1 we assume

n > 1. The short exact sequence 0 —► Z/2n~ Z —► Z/2nZ —*• Z/2Z —> 0 gives

rise to the long exact sequences of cohomology groups:

(*)       -► HX(K,2) -^ H2(K,2"~X) -* H2(K,2") -4 H2(K,2) -> • •• ,
(»*)-yHX(K' ,2")^HX(K' ,2)->H2(K' ,2"~X)^H2(K' ,2n)-+--- .

Since tp vanishes in H (K,2) it comes from an element x m H2(K,2n~x).

We consider the image of x in H2(K',2"~x) and also in H2(K,2). Let

9 = Gal(K/K), X = Gal(K/K'). Since p(2n) c K', the map HX(K' ,2") -»

HX(K',2) in (**) is surjective and so the map H2(K' ,2n~x) -► H2(K' ,2") in

(**) is injective. Since ç» vanishes in ZZ (AT', 2") by assumption, # vanishes

in H2(K',2n~x). Next, consider the map H2(K,2n~x) -» H2(K,2) induced
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by the natural epimorphism Z/2" Z —> Z/2Z . Let tp denote the image of x

in H2(K,2). Since x vanishes in H2(K',2n'x), x vanishes in H2(K',2)

and so ip vanishes in H2(K',2). Since tp G H2(K,2) s 2B(K) is split

by K', it follows that \p = [(K'/K,o,d)] for some d G K*. But the im-

age of (-1) — (d) in the cup product pairing Hx(&,p(2)) x Hx(&,p(2)) -y

H2(g,p(2)®p(2)) = H2(&,p(2))^2B(K) is the class [(K'/K,o,d)] and so

\p = (-1) w (d). A routine computation shows that (d) — (¿/) = (—1) — (d)

is the image of (d) G H (K ,2) under the composition of S in (*) and the map

H2(K,2"~X)^H2(K,2). Thus X~S((d)) vanishes in H2(K,2). Since S((d))

vanishes in H2(K,2n), ö((d)) vanishes in H2(K',2"). Since H2(K',2n~x)

injects into H2(K',2n), ô((d)) vanishes in H2(K',2"~X). Thus x - ¿((d))

vanishes in both H2(K',2"~x) and H2(K,2). By induction, *-¿((d)) = 0.

Since tp is the image of x — S((d)), tp = 0, proving the lemma.

Theorem 3. Let K be a field of characteristic ^ 2 and let L be a cyclic 2-

extension of K. Assume that p(2") c K(\f^-[). Then ht(L/K) > n if and only

if -I GJf(L/K) and p(2n)GJ^(L(,/^T)/K(s/r-l)).

Proof. Let J? = Gal(K/K), 3f = Gal(K/L), and let [L : K] = 2k . Let

/: & —y Z/2 Z have kernel 3? and let X be the corresponding generator

for Gal(L/K). Then ht(L/K) > n if and only if 0(f) = 0, where ô(f) G

H (K ,2") is as defined in the remarks preceding the lemma. By our description

of S(f) it is clear that the image of ô(f) in H (K, 2) is the class of the cyclic

algebra (L/K,X, - 1), while the image of ô(f) in H (K(\f7-Ï) ,2n) is the class

of (L(\f77\)/K(\/^-î), o, 0 where C generates p(2"). The theorem is now an

immediate consequence of the lemma and [7, Theorem 30.4].

Corollary 4. Let K be afield of characteristic 0 with p(2") c K(\/7T7\), « > 2.

Ifht(K(sf=X)/K) > 0, then ht(K{y/7Â)/K) >n. In particular, ht(K(ï/77î)/K)
is never 1.

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.

Corollary 4 holds, of course, also for fields K of characteristic ^ 2. The

result, however, is uninteresting in that generality since K(>/^7[)/K is divisible

if K has characteristic ^ 0.

It is worth pointing out that ht(A"(v^T)/A') = 0 if and only if -1 is not a

sum of two squares in K ; this follows directly from Albert's criterion. Since

ht(K(y/77ï)/K) is never 1, the question arises as to what the possible heights

of K(\f77\)/K are. In the next section we consider this question when A' is a

number field.

3. The number field case

Throughout this section K will be an algebraic number field not containing

v^T.
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Theorem 5. Let K be an algebraic number field not containing >/-ï and sup-

pose ht(Ä'(vcT)/Ä') > 0. Then K(\/:Ä)/K is either divisible or reduced of
infinite height.

Proof. Fix n > 0. We must show that there exists a cyclic extension E of K,

E D K(y/=T), with [E : K(V=Ï)] = 2" . By [2, Chapter 10, Theorem 6] such
an E exists if and only if for each prime it of K and for each extension y

of 7T to K(y/77Y), Ç e A^(sf77l)y/K%) for every 2"th root of unity 7 G Kn .

(The condition of [2, Chapter 10, Theorem 6] that c2„ G JV(K(sf77T\)y/Kn) in

the special case is easily seen to hold since, in the notation of that chapter, a0

is a square in K 7) Fix a prime it of K, y a prime of K(y/77\) extending

Tt, and C a 2" th root of unity in Kn . Since 7 G yK(K(yf77\)y/Kn) if Ç = 1

or if %/^T G Kn, we may assume that Ç = -1 . But -1 e K + K since

ht(Ä'(v/-T)//i) > 0 and so -1 G yT(K(y/=Í)y/KK). Thus K(</=ï)/K must

be either divisible or reduced of infinite height.   Q.E.D.

We next show that each of the possibilities

K(y/77ï)/K divisible   or   K{y/=l)/K reduced

of infinite height occurs infinitely often with K an imaginary quadratic field.

Theorem 6. Let p and q be prime with p = 5 (mod 8) and q = 3 (mod 4).

Then:

(1) Q(\/Z^,\/ZA)/Q(\/-Ï~p) is divisible, and

(2) Q(\l-2pq, \f-l)/Q(\/-2pq) is reduced of infinite height.

Proof. Let K be either Q(\/-2p) or Q(sJ-2pq). Since K is totally imaginary
2 2

and the rational prime (2) ramifies in K, -l G K + K [6, Theorem 1]. By

Theorem 5, K(\f77\)/K is either divisible or reduced of infinite height.

Let M be the composite of all Z2-extensions of K. Then M is the com-

posite of unique Z2-extensions A", and K2 where Kx is the cyclotomic Z2-

extension of K, K2/Q is normal, and Kx C\K2 = K [5, Theorem 3 and Remark

(ii), p. 159]. Let K2D E where [E : K] = 2. Since Kx d K(y/2), it follows

that K(\f777\)/K is divisible if and only if A^v^-T) is contained in E(\/2),

the composite of all quadratic subextensions of M/K.

Being contained in a Z2-extension of K, E must be unramified outside of

(2). The results of [4, §3] imply that E must be either K(\f77\) or K(>J-2)

if K = (¿(sf^) ■ In particular, Ö(v/z2p,v/zT)/Ö(v/=^) is divisible.

Suppose that K = Q(sJr:yIpq) but K(yf-[)/K is divisible. Then K(y/77\)

is contained in E(V2). The rational primes (p) and (q) ramify in K so there

are unique primes it and y of K extending, respectively, (p) and (q). By [5,

Theorem 11] it and y split completely in E. Since p= 1 (mod 4), (p) splits

in ß(\/^T) so it splits in Ä"(\/^T). Suppose E j= a"(\/-T) . Since n splits

in both E and Ä^v/^T), 7t splits in K(\fî). But p = 5 (mod 8) so (/?) is
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inertial in Q(\/2), a contradiction. Thus E = K(\/77ï) . But then q must split

in Q(yfÄ), contradicting q = 3 (mod 4). Thus Q(\f=lpq, V^T)/Q(\fZI2pq)
is reduced of infinite height.   Q.E.D.

4. The arbitrary field case

We have seen that if K is a number field and ht(K(\f77\)/K) = n < to,

then n = 0. This raises the question of whether ht(K(sf-\)/K) is always

either 0 or > to. Suppose F is a field with ht(F(y/-\)/F) = 0. By Albert's

theorem (Proposition 1), -1 <£ F2 + F2. Let E be a field containing F

and let K = F(x,y) where x is transcendental over F and x + y2 = -1.

Then ht(E(y/=ï)/E) £ 0 if and only if -1 G E2 + E2. This is the case if

and only if there is a specialization from K into E. It is easy to show that

if ht(K(y/-l)/K) > n, then ht(E(sf77\)/E) > n for every field E D F with
ht(E(y/77l)/E) t¿ 0. (This will also follow from the main result of this section.)

For this reason it is natural to focus attention on the height of K(\f77\)/K. We

shall show that for every zi > 1 there is a field F such that ht(K(y/777\)/K) = n

for K as above. (By Corollary 4, there are no fields E with ht(E(\f-\)/E) =

1.) We begin with a preliminary result.

Lemma 7. Let K be a field not containing \f—\ and let L be a cyclic extension

of K, [L:K] = A, with L D K' = K{yf=\). Then ht(L/K) > 1 if and only if
there is a d g K' such that L = K'(\fd) and ■AvK,,K(d) = -1.

Proof. If such a d exists then jVL,K(\fd) = J7K,,K(-d) =-A/K,/K(d) = —1. By

Proposition 1 we have ht(L/Ä') > 1. Conversely, if ht(L/K) > 1, then by

Proposition 1 there is an a e L such that ArL,K(a) = -1 .  Let Gal(L//C) =

(X), Gal(L/K') = (p), where p := X2. Then JVLjK,(aX(a)) = ^L/K(a) =

-1 = JrL,K,(\f777\).   By Hubert's Theorem 90 there is an e G L*  such that

x/^T = aX(a)p(e)e~x . Let b = aX(e)e~x . Then bX(b) = y/^Ä so p(b) =

X(yf77\)X(b~x) = -b. Let d = b2. Then p(d) = d so d G K' and b i K' so

L = K'(Vd). Finally, ATK,jK(d) = b2X(b2) = (bX(b))2 = -1.     Q.E.D.

Theorem 8. Let F be a field in which -1 is not a sum of two squares. Let

K = F(x,y) where x is transcendental over F and x +y = -1 and suppose

ht{K{y/=l)/K) > n. Then p(2n) C F(^/77l).

Proof. We may clearly assume that n > 2. Let F' = Zr(V^-T) and let K' =

K(\/77ï). Let M be a cyclic extension of K containing K' with [M : K'] =

2" . Proceeding by induction, we may assume that F' contains a primitive

2"~'th root of unity, Ç. We will prove that £ is a square in F'.

Let o generate Gal(K'/K) and let t = x + yyr-ï G K1. Then A^K,jK(t) =

x2+y2 = -l,so o(t) = -t~x . We have x = (t-t~x)/2, y = (t + t~x)/2y/^ï,

so K' = F'(t), a rational function field over F'.
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Let / G F'[t] be a polynomial in / of degree m, f not divisible by t.

Since o(t) = -t~x , f = Cm f* where /* is a polynomial of degree m which

is also not divisible by t. Since a2 = id, we have /** = (-l)mf. For any

two such polynomials / and g we have (fg)* = f*g* • It follows that if / is

irreducible, then f* is also irreducible. We also have (vf)* = v"f* for such

a polynomial / and any v g F'.

Let L be the unique subfield of M containing K' with [L : K] = A. Since

« > 3 , ht(L/A:) > 1 . By the lemma there is a d G K' such that L = K'(\/d)

and -^KliK(d) = -1. We may multiply d by any nonzero square in K1 having

norm 1 in K. In particular, we may multiply d by any even power of t and by

-1. Since ■7yK,jK(d) = -A^i/^t) = -1, Hubert's Theorem 90 implies that there

exists an element e G K1 = F'(t) such that d = tea~ . Let e = t (a/b), a,

b G F'[t], t\a, t\b, kGZ. Then ea~x = (-l)kt~2k(a/b)a~x . Replacing

d, if necessary, by ±t2k d, we may assume that k = 0. Let m = deg b .

Since t(a/bf~x = t(aba)a~x = t(aCmb*)"-x = t(-l)mt2m(ab*)a~x, replacing

d by ±r2m d, we may assume that e G F'[t] and t \ e. If e = c r, where

r G F'[t] is square-free, then d = (ca~x) ra~xt. Since (ca~x) is an element of

K1 having norm 1 in K, we may assume that e is square-free.

Let e = vpx-pr where the p¡ are distinct monic irreducible polynomials in

F'[t] > P,(0) 7¿ 0, and v G F'. Denoting the degree of e by k, we have e* =

t ea = t vap"x ■ ■ p"r = v"p* ■••/>*. Now suppose there are i and j, i ^ j, such

that pi divides p*. Then, since p* is irreducible, p* = wp¡ for some w G F1.

Let / = deg(/j() = deg(p*) = deg(o ). Then (-1) p- = p** = wap*. It follows

that (wpiPj)a = t-2lw"p*p] = r2l(-l)'pjwpi,i.e., (wpiP])a-x = t~2l(-l)' =

(\7=î/t)21. Writing e = (wp{Pj)b we have d = tea~x = (y/77l/t)2lba~xt. It

follows, as before, that we may assume that pt does not divide p* if i ^ j.

We have d = tea~x = ea+xt = ee*tx~k modulo nonzero squares in K'.

Suppose first that k is even. Then L = K'(\/ee*t). Since ht(L/K') > n-1, £ G

J7(l/K') . Thus there are polynomials /, g, h , h ¿ 0, which we may assume

have no common factor, such that / - ee* tg = t7h . If t divides h , then /

divides /. But t does not divide ee* so t must also divide g, a contradiction.

Thus A(0) / 0 and so £ = f(0)2/h(0)2. This shows that £ is a square in F',

as was to be shown.

Finally, assume that k is odd. Then L = K'(\fe~e~*). As above, there are

polynomials /, g, h, hj^O, which we may assume have no common factor,

such that / - ee*g = £/z . Since k is odd, one of the factors p¡ of e

has odd degree. Suppose pi divides e*. Since pi does not divide p* if

i # j we conclude that pi divides p*. Thus p* = wp¡ where w g F'.

Let / = deg(p¡). Then (-1) pi = p** = w"p* = wawpr Since / is odd,

yVF,IF(w) = w"w = -1, contrary to hypothesis. Thus p, does not divide e*
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so pi divides ee* to the first power. It follows, as before, that h is not divisible

by pi and that £ is a square in V = F'[t]/(p7). But [V : F'] = I is odd so £

is a square in F1.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 9. Let « > 2 and let £ be a primitive 2"th root of unity over Q. Let

F = ô(£ + £~ ) • Let x be a transcendental over F and let K = F(x, y) where

x + y = -1. Then ht(K(\/77l)/K) = n . In particular, there exists a cyclic

extension E of K, Ed K(\/77ï), with [E : K(\777\)] = 2" but there does not

exist such an E with [E : ZC(v/^T)] = 2n+x.

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 8 and Corollary 4.

We would like to thank the referee for pointing out the following interesting

consequence of Theorem 8.

Corollary 10. Let F be a field in which -1 is not a sum of two squares and

let K = F(x ,y) where x is transcendental over F and x + y = -1. Let

F' = F(y/77î) and let K' = K(y/77\). Assume that ht(K'/K) > 3 and let L be
a cyclic extension of K, L D K', with [L : K'] = 2 and ht(L/K) > 2. Then

yf(L/K') n F' = (F')2.

Proof. This follows from the proof of Theorem 8.

We conclude with several remarks about the preceding results.

1. Suppose K is a field of characteristic / 2 with %/^T <£ K and \/^2 <£

K. Then ht(K(\777\)/K) = ht(K(\f72)/K). For suppose a G X(K) cor-
responds to K(\f77\)/K and t g X(K) corresponds to Ä'(%/-2)/Ä'. Then

or corresponds to K(\Í2)/K. Since we may clearly assume that \f2 £ K,

ht(K(yj2)/K) = oo so ht(K(s/77X)/K) = ht(K(s/772)/K). Thus Theorems 5
and 6 and Corollaries 4 and 9 are also valid with K(\f^X)/K replaced by

K(s/-2)/K.
2. Suppose p is a rational prime, p = 5(mod8). Then ht(Q(sfp)/Q) = 1 .

To see this we note that ht(Q{s/p)/Q) > 1 if and only if for every prime q of

Q and every extension n of q to Q(y/p), -1 GJr(Q(^fp)JQ). This holds

if q j¿ p since -1 is a unit and Q(s/p)n/Q is unramified. The condition is

also satisfied if q = p since >/-T € Qq ■ Since Q(s/p) is tamely ramified over

Q at q and p(8) £ Qq , ht(Qq(Jp)/Qq) = 1 [8, Lemma 11, p. 74]. It follows
that ht(Q(s/p)/Q) = 1 . This shows that the results of §3 and §4 do not hold,

in general, for other quadratic extensions of Q.

3. Theorem 6 provides a class of extensions which are reduced of infinite

height. These are not, however, the simplest such examples. Perhaps the sim-

plest are the following. Let p be a rational prime, p = 1 (mod 4) and let q > 0

be a quadratic residue (modp). Since Q(yfpq, y/p)/Q(\fpq) is everywhere un-

ramified, it has infinite height by [2, Chapter 10, Theorem 6]. Since the Leopold

conjecture holds for Q(y/pq), the only quadratic extension of Q(y/pq) which

is divisible is Q(yfpq,\f2). Thus Q(y/pq,\fp)IQ(\fpq) must be reduced of
infinite height.
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